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Abstract: We study the partition function N = 1 5D U(N) gauge theory with g
adjoint hypermultiplets and show that for massless adjoint hypermultiplets it is equal
to the partition function of a two dimensional topological field on a genus g Riemann
surface. We describe the topological field theory by its amplitudes associated with
cap, propagator and pair of pants. These basic amplitudes are open topological
string amplitudes associated with certain Calabi-Yau threefolds in the presence of
Lagrangian branes.
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1 Introduction
The engineering of supersymmetric gauge theories in string theory has provided
quite an amazing web of dualities connecting these theories. In recent years some
supersymmetric indices associated with supersymmetric gauge theories have been
related to two dimensional topological field theories [1–6]. It was shown in [7, 8]
that the topological string partition function of a Calabi-Yau threefold which is a
C2 bundle over genus g Riemann surface in a certain limit can be obtained from
– 1 –
a two dimensional topological field theory on the genus g Riemann surface. It was
shown in [8] that the topological field theory amplitudes are given by open string
amplitudes associated with certain Calabi-Yau threefolds and that the underlying
two dimensional topological field theory is q-deformed Yang-Mills.
The Calabi-Yau threefold which is a C2 fibration over genus g Riemann surface
gives rise to, via geometric engineering, U(1) gauge theory with g adjoint hypermul-
tiplets. In this paper we generalize this picture to the case of U(N) gauge theory
with g adjoint hypermultiplets and show that the supersymmetric partition function
of this gauge theory can be built using two dimensional topological field theory rules
from certain amplitudes. Just like in the U(1) case these amplitudes, which are
the building blocks of the gauge theory partition function, are the open topological
string amplitudes associated with certain Calabi-Yau threefolds. These Calabi-Yau
threefolds are pieces of the Calabi-Yau threefolds which is a fibration over a genus
g curve with fibers which are resolution of AN−1 singularity. By splitting the base
genus g curve in to cap, propagator and pair of pants we get a corresponding de-
composition of the Calabi-Yau threefold into pieces which are AN−1 fibration over
the cap, propagator and the pair of pants. The open string amplitudes obtained by
placing branes on the boundaries of these pieces give the corresponding TFT like
amplitudes. The two dimensional TFT to which these amplitudes belong is just the
quiver q-deformed Yang-Mills. The topological string partition function for the A1
fibration over a genus g curve was discussed in [9] and a conjecture for the N > 2
was made. Our results are consistent with theirs for the unrefined case.
The paper is organized as follows. In section two we discuss the partition function
of the U(N) gauge theory with g adjoint hypermultiplets. In section three we review
the case of the TFT amplitudes for the U(1) case. In section 4 we discuss the TFT
amplitudes for the U(N) case but for the omega background with 1 + 2 = 0 i.e., the
unrefined case. In section 5 we generalize results of section 4 and discuss the refined
TFT amplitudes. Notation and definitions needed for some formulas are given in
appendix A.
2 5D Gauge Theory with g Adjoint Hypermultiplets
The 5D gauge theory with U(N) gauge group and g adjoint hypermultiplets can be
geometrically engineered by taking M-theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau threefold
which is an AN−1 singularity fibred over a genus g curve [10, 11]. The partition
function of this theory is given by an equivariant index on the instanton modulis
space and can be obtained using Nekrasov’s instanton calculus. The case of N = 1
was discussed in [12] and we generalize their result for N > 1. Let us denote by
MN,k the U(N) instanton moduli space of charge k. MN,K is given by a hyper-Ka¨ler
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quotient with dimR
(
M(N, k)
)
= 4Nk and is defined through the following quotient:
MN,k/U(k) (2.1)
where
MN,k = {(B1, B2, i, j) | [B1, B2] + ij = 0 , [B1, B†1] + [B2, B†2]− ii† − jj† = ζId}
and B1,2 ∈ End(Ck), i ∈ Hom(Ck,CN), j ∈ Hom(CN ,Ck). The U(k) action is defined
as
g(B1, B2, i, j) = (gB1g
−1, gB2g−1, gi, jg−1). (2.2)
M(N, k) has a U(1)N × U(1)1 × U(1)2 action defined on it:
(B1, B2, i, j) 7→ (ei1B1, ei2B2, i e−1, e j) , (2.3)
where e = diag(e1, e2, . . . , eN). As was shown in [13] the fixed points of this action
are in one-to-one correspondence with N -tuples of partitions (ν1, . . . , νN) such that
|ν1| + . . . |νN | = k, where |ν| denotes the sum of the parts of the partition ν. At
a fixed point labelled by (ν1, ν2, · · · , νN) the weights of the U(1)N+2 action on the
tangent bundle, denotes by wa, are given by
∑
a
ewa =
N∑
α,β=1
eβe
−1
α
( ∑
(i,j)∈να
q−(ν
t
β,j−i)t−(να,i−j+1) +
∑
(i,j)∈νβ
qν
t
α,j−i+1tνβ,i−j
)
. (2.4)
Denote by EgN,k the following vector bundle on MN,k:
EgN,k = Vg ⊗ Lg,p . (2.5)
In the above equation Vg =
(
T ∗MN,k
)⊕g
is the direct sum of g copies of the cotan-
gent bundle, Lg,p = det(WN,k)⊗(1−g−p) where WN,k is the tautological bundle over
M(N, k). The bundle Lg,p introduces the Chern-Simons coefficient in the partition
function. The partition function of the U(N) gauge theory with g adjoint hypermul-
tiplets is then given by:
ZgN =
∑
k≥0
Qk•Z
g
N,k , (2.6)
ZgN,k =
∫
MN,k
Ch(Lg,p)Ch~y(Vg)Td(MN,k).
Where Td(X) is the Todd class of X and Ch~y(V ) =
∏g
a=1
∏s
i=1(1−yae−x˜i) is defined
in terms of the x˜i, the Chern roots of V . Integral over MN,k is calculated using
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equivariant action of TN+2 on MN,k. Z
g
N,k gets contribution from the fixed points of
TN+2 action of MN,k which are labelled by N -tuple of partitions {ν1, · · · , νN},
ZgN,k =
∑
|~ν|=k
ZgN,~ν , Z
g
N,~ν = f
p+g−1
~ν
N∏
α,β=1
∏g
a=1 Nνανβ(yaQβα)
Nνανβ(yaQβα)
(2.7)
where Nλµ(x) is the Nekrasov factor defined as
Nλµ(x) =
∏
(i,j)∈λ
(1− x q−µtj+it−λi+j−1)×
∏
(i,j)∈µ
(1− x qλtj−i+1tµi−j) (2.8)
and {Qαβ, ya} = {eαe−1β , e2piima}. {ma | a = 1, · · · , g} are the masses of the adjoint
hypermultiplets. We have defined parameters q and t such that (q, t) = (ei1 , e−i2).
{eα, q, t} then are the parameters associated with the TN+2 equivariant action on
MN,k. The factor f
p+g−1
~ν is the weight of the line bundle Lg,p as is given by,
fp+g−1~ν :=
N∏
α=1
(
e−|να|α t
||νt||2
2 q−
||ν||2
2
)p+g−1
. (2.9)
It is a product of factors corresponding to each of the Cartan U(1)’s given in [12].
After some simplification the partition function given in Eq.(2.6) can be written
as
ZgN(m, 1, 2) =
∑
~ν
Q˜|~ν|fp+g−1~ν
∏g
a=1 L~ν(ya)R~ν(ya)
L~ν(1)R~ν(1)
(2.10)
where
Q˜ = Q•(−1)(g−1)N
( g∏
a=1
ya
)N(q
t
) g−1
2
N
L~ν(y) =
∏
(i,j)∈να
[hαα(i, j)]y−1
∏
α<β
( ∏
(i,j)∈να
[hαβ(i, j)]y−1Qαβ
∏
(i,j)∈νβ
[−h˜βα(i, j)]y−1Qαβ
)
R~ν(y) =
N∏
α=1
∏
(i,j)∈να
[h˜αα(i, j)]y
∏
α<β
( ∏
(i,j)∈να
[h˜αβ(i, j)]y Qαβ
∏
(i,j)∈νβ
[−hβα(i, j)]yQαβ
)
.
L~ν and R~ν are defined in terms of relative hook lengths and quantum numbers which
are defined as
hαβ(i, j) = (να,i − j + 1)− 21 (νtβ,j − i) , h˜αβ(i, j) = hαβ(i, j)− 1−
2
1
[x] = qx/2 − q−x/2 , [x]Q = Q 12 qx/2 −Q− 12 q−x/2 .
In the limit ma 7→ 0 we get
ZgN(0, 1, 2) =
∑
~ν
Q˜|~ν| fp+g−1~ν (L~ν(1)R~ν(1))
g−1 , (2.11)
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and since for 2 = −1 we have R~ν = L~ν therefore the partition function becomes,
ZgN(0, 1,−1) =
∑
~ν
Q˜|~ν| fp+g−1~ν L
2g−2
~ν . (2.12)
In the section 4 and section 5 we will see that ZgN(0, 1, 2) is precisely given by a
topological field theory construction with TFT amplitudes being given by certain
open topological string amplitudes.
3 TFT Amplitudes for Local Curve: A Review
In this section we will review, following [7, 8], the case of the local curve i.e., a Calabi-
Yau threefold which is a rank two bundle over a curve of genus g which corresponds
to N = 1. We denote by Xg the Calabi-Yau threefold which is the total space of
L1 ⊕ L2 7→ Σg. L1 and L2 are line bundles on Σg, the genus g Riemann surface, of
degree d1 and d2 respectively. X is a Calabi-Yau threefold if
d1 + d2 = 2g − 2 .
A well known g = 0 case of this is the O(−1)⊕O(−1) 7→ P1, the resolved conifold.
The general g = 1 case O(p)⊕O(−p) 7→ T 2 was also discussed in [14].
The Riemann surface Σg can be obtained by gluing certain number of pair of
pants, cylinders (which we will call the propagator) and the caps. When the Riemann
surface is split into these basic building blocks the Calabi-Yau threefold in which the
Riemann surface is embedded also splits into Calabi-Yau threefolds with boundaries.
By placing Lagrangian branes on these boundaries of the Calabi-Yau threefold build-
ing blocks the amplitudes associated with each of these basic building blocks can be
obtained using the open topological strings. This was the point of view taken in [8].
The amplitudes associated with the building blocks, coming from topological open
strings amplitudes, can also be considered as amplitudes of a two dimensional QFT
on a Riemann surface with boundaries. For the case of A-model amplitudes it was
shown in [8] that this 2D QFT is related to two dimensional q-deformed Yang-Mills
theory.
If Σg,h is a Riemann surface of genus g with h boundaries in the Calabi-Yau
threefold L1 ⊕ L2 7→ Σg,h then the Calabi-Yau condition requires that [7]
d1 + d2 = 2g − 2 + h . (3.1)
In this section and later we will be using web diagrams to represent Calabi-Yau
threefolds and Lagrangian branes. The relation between degeneration loci of toric
Calabi-Yau threefolds and web diagrms was clarified and discussed in detail in [15]
and also reviewed in [16]. The role and description of Lagrangian branes in toric
Calabi-Yau threefolds was discussed in [17]. We refer the reader to these papers for
a discussion of toric Calabi-Yau threefolds and Lagrangina branes in them.
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3.1 Cap and Propagator Amplitude
For the case of the cap we have (g, h) = (0, 1) therefore d1 +d2 = −1. We denote cap
with degrees (d1, d2) by C
(d1,d2). Following the conventions of [8] the cap amplitudes
corresponding to C(0,−1) and C(−1,0) are given by
Z
(0,−1)
C (U) =
∑
λ
Cλ∅∅TrλU ,Z
(−1,0)
C (U) =
∑
λ
Cλ∅∅ q−
κ(λ)
2 TrλU , (3.2)
where Cλµν is the topological vertex [16] defined in Eq.(6.2) of Appendix B. In the
above equations the holonomy on the boundary has been denoted by U . The cap
amplitudes given above are open topological string amplitudes corresponding to the
two toric geometries shown in Fig. 1.
C(−1,0) C(0,−1)
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Two caps in C3 with different framing.
The two toric geometries shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) differ from each other
by an SL(2,Z) transformation on the fibred torus which changes the framing of
the Lagrangian brane. This change in framing appears as the factor q−
κ(λ)
2 in the
amplitude associated with C(−1,0).
In the case that the Riemann surface is a cylinder so that (g, h) = (0, 2) we have
d1 + d2 = 0. We will denote the corresponding amplitude by A
(k,−k). Since gluing a
cylinder A(0,0) to either of the caps C(−1,0) or C(0,−1) should not change the caps, the
amplitude associated with A(0,0) is
Z
(0,0)
A (U1, U2) =
∑
λ
TrλU1 TrλU2 , (3.3)
where U1 and U2 are the holonomies on the two boundaries of A
(0,0). A(−k,k) can be
obtained from A(0,0) by an SL(2,Z) on the torus fibration of the Calabi-Yau threefold.
This SL(2,Z) transformation changes the framing of the Lagrangian branes and gives
an addition factor related to the framing in the amplitude for A(−k,k) as compared
with the amplitude A(0,0),
Z
(−k,k)
A (U1, U2) =
∑
λ
q−k
κ(λ)
2 TrλU1 TrλU2 . (3.4)
As discussed in [8] we can insert an additional factor if the propagator (the cylinder)
is has length t,
Z
(−k,k)
A (U1, U2) =
∑
λ
e−t|λ| q−k
κ(λ)
2 TrλU1 TrλU2 .
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The cap C(−k,k−1) can be obtained by gluing C(0,−1) and A(−k,k) and has corresponding
amplitude
Z
(−k,k−1)
C =
∑
λ
Cλ∅∅ q−k
κ(λ)
2 TrλU . (3.5)
3.1.1 O(n− 2)⊕O(−n) 7→ P1
Since the degrees of the bundles add under gluing of the base curves, we can construct
the O(n − 2) ⊕ O(−n) 7→ P1 by gluing C(−m,m−1), A(−k,k) and C(−p,p−1) such that
m + k + p = 2 − n. The corresponding partition function is indeed the topological
string partition function of O(n − 2) ⊕ O(−n) 7→ P1 obtained from the topological
vertex:
Z
(n−2,−n)
P1 =
∫
dU dV Z
(−m,m−1)
C (U)Z
(−k,k)
A (U
−1, V )Z(−p,p−1)C (V
−1) ,
=
∑
λ
e−t|λ|Cλ∅∅Cλ∅∅q−(m+p+k)
κ(λ)
2 =
∑
λ
e−t|λ|Cλ∅∅Cλt∅∅ q(n−1)
κ(λ)
2 .
3.1.2 O(−n)⊕O(n) 7→ T 2
This can be obtained from just the propagator glued to itself. The corresponding
partition function was discussed in detail in [14] and is given by
Z
(−n,n)
T 2 =
∫
dUZ
(−n,n)
A (U
−1, U) , (3.6)
=
∑
λ
e−t|λ| q−n
κ(λ)
2 .
3.2 Pair of pants amplitude
For the Riemann surface corresponding to the pair of pants (g, h) = (0, 3) and hence
d1 + d2 = 1. The pair of amplitude can be written as,
Z
(k,1−k)
H (
~U) =
∑
λµ ν
Z
(k,1−k)
λµν TrλU1 TrµU2 TrνU3 .
The gluing of pair of pants with a cap gives the propagator as shown in Fig. 2 and
this can be expressed as∫
dU3Z
(k,1−k)
H (
~U)Z
(−m,m−1)
C (U3) = Z
(k−m,m−k)
A (U1, U2) .
Eq.(3.4) and Eq.(3.5) together with the above equation determines the pair of
pants amplitude completely and it is given by,
Z
(k,1−k)
H (
~U) =
∑
λ
qk
κ(λ)
2
Cλ∅∅
TrλU1 TrλU2 TrλU3 . (3.7)
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ZH ZC
ZA
Figure 2: Gluing pair of pants and cap to obtain the propagator.
3.3 Genus creating operator
The amplitude associated with the handle (g, h) = (1, 2) is also the matrix element
of the genus creating operator. This amplitude can be obtained by gluing two pair
of pants amplitudes as shown in Fig. 3 below,∫
dU2dU3Z
(k1,1−k1)
H (U,U2, U3)Z
(k2,1−k2)
H (U2, U3, V ) = G
(k1+k2,2−k1−k2)(U, V ) (3.8)
Using Eq.(3.7) in the above equation we get,
G(k,2−k)(U, V ) =
∑
λ
qk
κ(λ)
2
C2λ∅∅
TrλU TrλV . (3.9)
Figure 3: Gluing two pair of pants gives the amplitude associated with the genus
creating operator.
If we denote the genus creating operator by Ĝ(k,2−k) then its matrix element is
given by,
〈λ|Ĝ(k,2−k)|µ〉 = δλµ q
k
κ(λ)
2
C2λ∅∅
(3.10)
Using the operator Ĝ(k,2−k) we can write down the partition function associated
with a genus g surface as a matrix element of product of genus creating operators
with various framings. This essentially follows from the decomposition of the genus
g surface into g handles and two caps,
Zg = 〈Ca| Ĝ(k1,2−k1)Ĝ(k2,2−k2) · · · Ĝ(kg ,2−kg)︸ ︷︷ ︸
g times
|Cb〉
=
∑
λ
qf
κ(λ)
2
C2g−2λ∅∅
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where f =
∑g
i=1 ki − a− b and 〈λ|Ca〉 = Cλ∅∅q−a
κ(λ)
2 .
Another way in which a genus g Riemann surface can be obtained from handles
is to decompose it into g− 1 handles and one propagator (cylinder). In this case the
partition function is the same as before since the underlying theory is topological
and does not care how the Riemann surface is decomposed,
Zg = Tr
(
Ĝ(k1,2−k1)Ĝ(k2,2−k2) · · · Ĝ(kg−1,2−kg−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
g−1 times
P̂k
)
=
∑
λ
qf
κ(λ)
2
C2g−2λ∅∅
(3.11)
where f =
∑g−1
i=1 ki−k and P̂k is the operator corresponding to the framed propagator
with matrix element 〈λ|P̂k|µ〉 = δλµq−k κ(λ)2 .
The partition function given by Eq.(2.12) for N = 1 becomes,
ZgN=1(0, 1,−1) =
∑
ν
(Q˜e−p−g+11 )
|ν| q
−pκ(ν)
2
C2g−2∅∅ν
.
Comparing the above with Eq.(3.11) we see that two partition functions are the same
for Q˜e−p−g+11 = 1 and f = −p.
4 TFT Amplitudes for AN−1 fibration: The Unrefined Case
In the last section we reviewed the case of local curve and saw that the open string
amplitudes can be thought of as TFT amplitudes associated with various pieces of a
Riemann surface. The partition function associated with the genus g curve obtained
from these TFT amplitudes is equal to the supersymmetric partition function of
the U(1) gauge theory with g massless adjoint hypermultiplets. In this section we
generalize this result to the case of U(N) gauge theory with g massless adjoint
hypermultiplets and show that the partition function of this theory can be obtained
from TFT like amplitudes by gluing cap, propagator and pair of pants to form a
genus g Riemann surface.
The TFT like amplitudes associated with cap, propagator and pair of pants in
the U(N) case as well are given by open string amplitudes on a Calabi-Yau threefold
which is a fibration of resolved AN−1 singularity over the cap, propagator and the pair
of pant respectively. We will denote this Calabi-Yau threefold by XNC , X
N
A and X
N
H
respectively. The three amplitudes can then be used to determine partition function
associated with any Riemann surface with or without boundary. The Calabi-Yau
threefolds XNC , X
N
A and X
N
H have boundaries and therefore one can associate open
topological string amplitudes with these pieces.
In this section we will consider the unrefined case so that 2 = −1. The refined
case and its amplitudes will be discussed in section V.
– 9 –
4.1 The Cap
The Calabi-Yau threefold corresponding to the cap is AN−1 × C with boundary of
Lagrangian branes on C. We place N stacks of Lagrangian branes with topology
S1 × R2 in this geometry such that the S1 of the Lagrangian branes wraps the
topologically trivial S1 in C and R2 extends in the resolved AN−1 direction as shown
in Fig. 4.
(b)
λ1
λ2
λ3
λN
· · ·
(a)
~λ
Figure 4: (a) Cap×AN−1 with a stack of Lagrangian brane on the boundary of the
cap. (b) The toric geometry of Cap× AN−1 with Lagrangian branes giving the cap
amplitude.
The caps in the geometry are labelled by N pairs of numbers (ka,1, ka,2) such
that ka,1 + ka,2 = −1. However, these numbers are not independent of each other,
since the various P1’s in the fiber are glued together, and are determined by a single
k such that
k : = (ka,1, ka,2) (4.1)
= (−k + 1, k − 1) + (a− 2,−a+ 1) = (−k + a− 1, k − a) , a = 1, · · · , N .
In the above equation the factor (−k + 1, k − 1) comes from choosing a reference
framing for the first curve and the fcator (a − 2,−a + 1) is the intrinsic framing of
the curve in our convention. To see this lets us consider the case of N = 2 in which
the A1 geometry is shown in Fig. 5(a). If we take the size of the fiber P1 to infinity
then the geometry decomposes into two patches each one a C3. From Fig. 5(b) we
see that these two patches along with Lagrangian branes on them corresponds to the
two caps shown in Fig. 1 with framing given by (a− 2,−a+ 1) for a = 1, 2 [16].
The corresponding cap amplitude can be calculated using the topological vertex
associating framing determined by Eq.(4.1) with each horizontal line and is given by,
ZCk(U) =
∑
~λ
Zk~λTr~λU . (4.2)
– 10 –
T1 7→ ∞
(a) (b)
C(−1,0)
C(0,−1)
Figure 5: (a) The geometry corresponding to cap amplitude for N = 2. (b) In the
limit T 7→ ∞ this geomery splits in to two patches each a C3 with two Lagrangian
branes on them with different relative framing.
We have denoted the set of N partitions {λ1, λ2, · · · , λN} by ~λ, Tr~λU =
∏N
a=1 TrλaUa
and
Zk~λ =
∑
~µ
(N−1∏
i=1
Q
|µi|
i
)
C∅µ1λ1Cµt1µ2λ2 · · ·CµN−1∅λN , (4.3)
where Ti = −ln(Qi) are the complexified Ka¨hler parameters associated with the fiber
P1’s. Using the expression for the refined topological vertex given by Eq.(6.2) and
the Schur function identities given in Eq.(6.4) we can write the open string amplitude
in Eq.(4.3) as a product,
Zk~λ = G~λ
∏N
a=1
(
q(−k+a−1)
κ(λa)
2 Cλa∅∅
)
∏
1≤a<b≤N Nλaλb(Qab, )
, (4.4)
where Qab = QaQa+1 · · ·Qb−1 and we have defined an overall factor given by,
G~λ =
(∏
α<β
Q
|λα|+|λβ |
2
αβ
)( N∏
α=1
e−|λα|α
)k−N
2
, (4.5)
which can be absorbed by redefining the holonomies but we will not do so for later
convenience.
Using the following identities,
Cλa∅∅ = q
κ(λa)
4
∏
(i,j)∈λa
[h(i, j)]−1 (4.6)
∏
1≤a<b≤N
Nλaλb(Qab, ) = q
∑N
a=1(a−N+12 )
κ(λa)
2 ]
∏
1≤a<b≤N
Q
|λa|+|λb|
2
ab
∏
(i,j)∈λa
[hλaλb ]Qba
∏
(i,j)∈λb
[−hλbλa ]Qba
we can write Eq.(4.4) as
Zk~λ =
f
k−N
2
~λ
L~λ(1)
(4.7)
– 11 –
with
f~λ :=
( N∏
α=1
e−|λα|α q
−κ(λa)
2
)
. (4.8)
Thus the amplitude associated with the cap with framing k is,
ZCk(U) =
∑
~λ
f
k−N
2
~λ
L~λ(1)
Tr~λU , (4.9)
Using the free fermionic Fock space H spanned by states labelled by partitions |~λ〉
[? ] we can write the above as state in H,
|C(k)〉 =
∑
~λ
f
k−N
2
~λ
L~λ(1)
|~λ〉 . (4.10)
This state-operator notation for the amplitudes will be useful in the next section
when we discuss the refined amplitudes for which 1 + 2 6= 0.
4.2 The Propagator
The geometry corresponding to the propagator is XNA := A × AN−1 where A is a
cylinder. If U = {U1, · · ·UN} and V = {V1, · · · , VN} are the holonomies at the
boundaries of A then the amplitude associated with A is given by,
ZA(U,V) =
∑
~λ ~µ
F~λ~µ(Qa) Tr~λUTr~µV ,
where, as mentioned before, Ta = −ln(Qa) are the complexified Ka¨hler parameters
associated with the fiber P1’s. In the limit Qa 7→ 0 the Calabi-Yau geometry XNA
splits intoN copies of theX1A discussed in the previous section with the corresponding
amplitude becoming the identity. Therefore
F~λ~µ = δ~λ~µ +O(Qa) (4.11)
Since two propagators can glued to obtain a new propagator therefore,∫
dUZA(U,V)ZA(U
−1,W) = ZA(U,W) ,
which implies,
F~λ~ν =
∑
~µ
F~λ~µF~µ~ν . (4.12)
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The above equation together with Eq.(4.11) gives F~λ~µ = δ~λ~µ and thus,
ZA(U,V) =
∑
~λ
Tr~λU Tr~λV . (4.13)
The propagator with framing can be obtained by introducing framing factor for
each of the N stack of branes on the boundary of the cylinder, which are separated
in the fiber direction. The framed propagator is given by
ZAk(U,V) =
∑
~λ
fk~λ Tr~λU Tr~λV . (4.14)
If we introduce a length for the propagator we can include that by scaling the holon-
omy matrix as discussed in [8] to obtain,
ẐAk(U,V) =
∑
~λ
fk~λ e
−~t·|~λ| Tr~λU Tr~λV . (4.15)
The operator acting on the Hilbert space H corresponding to the propagator is then
given by
Â(k) =
∑
~λ
fk~λ |~λ〉〈~λ| . (4.16)
4.3 The Pair of Pants
The pair of pants amplitude can be determined from the cap and the propagator as
shown in Fig. 2. If we denote by ZH(−k)(U) =
∑
~λ~µ~ν Z
(−k)
~λ~µ~ν
Tr~λTr~µTr~ν the pair of pants
amplitude then gluing the cap on the boundary with holonomy U3 gives,∫
dU3 ZH(−k)(U1, U2, U3)ZCk(U3) = ZA0(U1, U2) . (4.17)
Which implies, ∑
~ν
Z−k~λ~µ~ν Z
k
~ν = δ~λ~µ , (4.18)
Similarly gluing the cap onto the other two boundaries of the pair of pants give two
more conditions which together with the above imply that the pair of pants is given
by,
ZH(−k)(U) =
∑
~λ
(Zk~λ)
−1Tr~λU1Tr~λU2Tr~λU3 . (4.19)
As a state in the tensor product H∗ ⊗H⊗H it is given by
Ĥ(−k) =
∑
~λ
(Zk~λ)
−1 (〈~λ|) ⊗ |~λ〉 |~λ〉 . (4.20)
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U V
U1
U2
U−11
U−12
U V
Figure 6: Amplitude associated with the surface of genus one with two boundaries
can be obatined by gluing two pair of pants amplitudes.
By gluing two pair of pants amplitude we can obtain the matrix element of the
genus creating operator as shown in Fig. 6 and also discussed in section 3 for N = 1
case.
The amplitude obtained by gluing two pair of pants according to Fig. 6 is given
by,
ZG(U,V) =
∑
~λ
(Zk~λ)
−2Tr~λU Tr~λV . (4.21)
If we denote by Ĝ(k) the genus creating operator with framing k then its matrix
element is given by,
Ĝ(k) =
∑
~λ
fk~λ (Z
0
~λ
)−2 |~λ〉〈~λ| =
∑
~λ
fk+N~λ (L~λ(1))
2 |~λ〉〈~λ| . (4.22)
4.3.1 Example 1: AN−1 fibred over P1
We can obtain the partition function associated with P1 by gluing two disks together
using a propagator:
ZP1 = 〈C(k1)|Â(k2) |C(k3)〉 . (4.23)
Using Eq.(4.10) and Eq.(4.16) we get
ZP1 =
∑
~λ
G2~λ f
h
~λ
∏N
a=1 q
(2a−2−k−r)κ(λa)
2 Cλa∅∅Cλa∅∅∏
1≤a<b≤N Nλaλb(Qab)
2
=
∑
~λ
fp−1~λ
L~λ(1)
2
This is precisely the partition function given in Eq.(2.12) where p−1 = k1+k2+k3−N .
If we introduce the modified propagator given in Eq.(4.15) then we get,
ZP1 =
∑
~λ
e−t|
~λ|G2~λ f
h
~λ
∏N
a=1 q
(2a−2−k−r)κ(λa)
2 Cλa∅∅Cλa∅∅∏
1≤a<b≤N Nλaλb(Qab)
2
=
∑
~λ
e−t|
~λ| f
p−1
~λ
L~λ(1)
2
.
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This is precisely the supersymmetric partition function of the pure U(N) gauge
theory with −p being the Chern-Simons coefficient. This is also the topological string
partition function of the a Calabi-Yau threefold which is a resolved AN−1 fibration
over P1. There are N + 1 such fibration labelled by the Chern-Simons coefficient
−p = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N . The web diagram of the corresponding Calabi-Yau threefolds is
shown in Fig. 7.
(1, 1)
(−N + 1, 1)
(−N − p+ 1, 1)
(−p+ 1, 1)
Figure 7: The web diagram of Calabi-Yau threefold which are resolved AN−1 fibra-
tion over P1.
In the above diagram we can see that the compact part of the Calabi-Yau three-
fold is obtained by gluing N −1 Hirzebruch surfaces. The local geometry of the base
P1 in the a− 1-th and a-th Hirzebruch surface is given by,
O(−N − p+ 2a− 2) ⊕ O(N + p− 2a) (4.24)
↓
P1
with a = 1, 2, · · ·N .
4.3.2 Example 2: AN−1 fibred over T 2
The T 2 partition function can be obtained in two different ways. It can be obtained
by gluing the two boundaries of the propagator,
ZT 2 = Tr Â
(k) =
∑
~λ
fk~λ (4.25)
and it can also be obtained by gluing the caps onto the (g, h) = (1, 2) Riemann
surface whose amplitude is given by the genus creating operator,
ZT 2 = 〈C(k1)|Ĝ(k2)|C(k3)〉 , (4.26)
=
∑
~λ
fk1+k2+k3~λ .
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4.3.3 Example 3: AN−1 fibred over Σg
The partition function associated with Σg, genus g surface, can be obtained in many
different ways by gluing the three building blocks: cap, propagator and the pair of
pants. For example, by gluing 2g pair of pants and then gluing two caps onto the
resulting surface we can obtain Σg with corresponding partition function,
ZΣg = 〈C(k)|Ĝ(k1) · · · Ĝ(kg)|C(`)〉 , (4.27)
=
∑
~λ
fh~λ (L~λ(1))
2g−2 ,
where h = k+ `+ (k1 + · · ·+ kg) + (g− 1)N . We can also obtain Σg by gluing 2g− 2
pair of pants and then gluing the remaining two boundaries by a propagator,
ZΣg = Tr
(
Ĝ(k1) · · · Ĝ(kg−1) Â(k)
)
, (4.28)
=
∑
~λ
f s~λ (L~λ(1))
2g−2 ,
where s = k+ (k1 + · · ·+ kg−1) + (g− 1)N . The above partition function is the same
as Eq.(2.12) for Q˜ = 1 and p = k + (k1 + · · · kg−1) + (g − 1)(N − 1).
5 TFT Amplitudes for AN−1 fibration: The Refined Case
In this section we will discuss the refined case when 1 +2 6= 0 i.e., q 6= t. Apart from
amplitudes depending on both q and t this case will be different from the unrefined
case in two other ways. The cap amplitude was obtained by slicing the base P1 into
two caps and taking the open string amplitude associated with one of the caps as
shown in Fig. 4. In the refined case both the left and the right cap give the same
amplitude, however, in the refined case the two amplitudes are not the same. For this
reason we will introduce the left and the right cap and the corresponding amplitudes.
The other difference will be the holonomy factor. In the unrefined case we had the
factor TrλU for each brane. The factor TrλU = sλ(x) where x is the set of eigenvalues
of the holonomy matrix U . In the refined case this factor changes from the Schur
polynomials of the eigenvalues, to the Macdonald polynomial of eigenvalues [18, 19].
The Macdonald polynomials Pλ and their dual, with respect to the Macdonald inner
product, Qλ form the correct basis for the expansion of refined open topological string
partition function as was shown in [18, 19]. To write down the TFT amplitudes we
will consider a Fock space such that P~λ(U ; q, t) are the wavefunctions corresponding
to the states and |~λ〉 ∈ H and Q~λ(U−1; q, t) are the wavefunctions for the dual states
– 16 –
〈~λ| ∈ H∗ such that 〈~λ|~µ〉 = δ~λ~µ. The various states and operators are then given by:
Right Cap: |CR,k〉 ∈ H (5.1)
Left Cap: 〈CL,k| ∈ H∗
Propagator: Â ∈ H ⊗H∗
Left Pair of Pants: ĤL ∈ H ⊗H∗ ⊗H∗
Right Pair of Pants: ĤR ∈ H ⊗H⊗H∗
Genus Creating Operator: Ĝ ∈ H ⊗H∗
5.1 The Cap Amplitudes
The cap amplitudes are obtained by considering the Calabi-Yau threefold which is
AN−1 space fibered over P1 and slicing the base P1 to two caps as shown in Fig. 8. The
cap amplitudes CR,k~λ and C
L,k
~λ
are the open topological string amplitudes associated
with the left and the right portions if we cut the of the web diagram shown in Fig. 7
in half by dividing the N horizontal lines by a vertical line.
(1− p, 1)
(−N − p+ 1, 1)
(−N − p+ 1, 1)
(−p+ 1, 1)
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
λN
CL,p~λ
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
λN
CR,p~λ
(a) (b)
Figure 8: (a) The left cap and (b) the right cap.
The left and the right cap amplitudes can be calculated using the refined topo-
logical vertex [20] and are given by,
CR,k~λ (t, q) =
∑
µ1,··· ,µN
N∏
a=1
[
(−Qfa)|µa| fλa(t, q)k−a+1fµa(t, q)Cµa−1µtλa(t, q)
]
,
with fλ(t, q) = (
t
q
)
||λt||2
2 q−
κ(λ)
2 and Cλµν(t, q) is the refined topological vertex given
in Eq.(6.2) in Appendix A. The left cap can similarly be calculated using Fig. 8(a).
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After some simplification they can be written as:
CR,k~λ = G~λ
∏N
a=1 fλa(t, q)
k−a+1C∅∅λa(t, q)∏
1≤a<b≤N
∏
(i,j)∈λa(1−Qabqλa,i−j tλ
t
b,j−i+1)
∏
(i,j)∈λb(1−Qabt−λ
t
a,j+i q−λb,i+j−1)
=
f
k−N
2
~λ
R~λ(1)
, (5.2)
and
CL,k~λ = G~λ
∏N
a=1 fλa(t, q)
k−aC∅∅λta(q, t)∏
1≤a<b≤N
∏
(i,j)∈λa(1−Qabqλa,i−j+1 tλ
t
b,j−i)
∏
(i,j)∈λb(1−Qabt−λ
t
a,j+i−1 q−λb,i+j)
,
=
f
k−N
2
~λ
L~λ(1)
. (5.3)
We define the corresponding states as,
|CR,k〉 =
∑
~λ
CR,k~λ |~λ〉 , 〈C
L,k| =
∑
~λ
CL,k~λ 〈~λ| , (5.4)
5.2 The Propagator, the Pair of Pants and the Genus Creating Operator
The argument similar to the one for the unrefined case shows that the propagator in
the refined case is also diagonal. The framed propagator is then given by,
Â(k) =
∑
~λ
fk~λ |~λ〉〈~λ| . (5.5)
Unlike the unrefined case their are two distinct pair of pants which we will denote
with HL and HR such that
HkL |CR,0〉 = Â(k) , 〈CL,0|HkR = Â(k) . (5.6)
HL |CR〉
Â Â
〈CL| HR
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Two distinct pair of pants HL and HR.
Using Eq.(5.2), Eq(5.3) and Eq.(5.5) together with Eq.(5.6) gives,
HkL =
∑
~λ
fk~λ
CR,0
|~λ〉 〈~λ|〈~λ| , HkR =
∑
~λ
fk~λ
CL,0
|~λ〉 |~λ〉〈~λ| .
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By gluing the left and the right pair of pants we can obtain the (g, h) = (1, 2)
surface corresponding to the genus creating operator,
Ĝ(k) =
∑
~λ
fk~λ
CR,0CL,0
|~λ〉〈~λ| , (5.7)
=
∑
~λ
fk+N~λ L~λ(1)R~λ(1)|~λ〉〈~λ| .
5.2.1 Example 1: AN−1 fibration over P1
To obtain the genus zero partition function we can glue the left and the right cap
using a propagator,
ZP1 = 〈CL,k1|Âk2|CR,k3〉 , (5.8)
=
∑
~λ
fk1+k2+k3−N~λ
L~λ(1)R~λ(1)
.
This precisely gives the partition function in Eq.(2.11) for Q˜ = 1 and p − 1 =
k1+k2+k3−N . The modified propagator can be used to introduce Q˜ hence obtaining
the refined topological string partition function of the Calabi-Yau threefold with web
diagram given in Fig. 7.
5.2.2 Example 2: AN−1 fibration over genus g
The refined partition function associated with Σg is given by,
ZΣg = Tr
(
Ĝ(k1)Ĝ(k2) · · · Ĝ(kg−1) Âk
)
(5.9)
=
∑
~λ
fp+g−1~λ
(
L~λ(1)R~λ(1)
)g−1
where p = k +
∑g−1
i=1 ki + (g − 1)(N − 1). As discussed in last section ZΣg can also
be obtained by gluing left/right pair of pants together with left/right caps,
ZΣg = 〈CL,k|Ĝ(k1) · · · Ĝ(kg)|CR,`〉 (5.10)
=
∑
~λ
fp+g−1~λ
(
L~λ(1)R~λ(1)
)g−1
,
where p = k + ` + (g − 1)(N − 1) +∑gi=1 ki. Both Eq.(5.9) and Eq.(5.10) give the
same result which is also equal to Eq.(2.11) for Q˜ = 1.
The refined N = 1 case was also discussed in [19] where it was shown that in
the refined case the two dimensional topological field theory is the two dimensional
(q, t)-deformed Yang-Mills.
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5.3 Beyond Topological
So far we have considered partition function with ma = 0 which was needed for
the corresponding amplitudes to be understood as amplitudes of some underlying
topological field theory. With ma = 0 we can glue the basic building blocks to form
the Riemann surface in anyway but getting the same partition function.
For ma = 0 we saw in Eq.(5.9) that one representation of the partition function
associated with Σg is as a trace of product of genus creating operators. For generic
ma we can also write down the partition function as a trace of product of genus
creating operators which depends on ma. Define the genus creating operator which
depends on m as follows,
Ĝ(k)(m) =
∑
~λ
fk+N~λ L~λ(e
2piim)R~λ(e
2piim)|~λ〉〈~λ| ,
where m = 0 gives the operator we discussed earlier. Also define the modified
propagator which also depends on m as follows,
Â(k)(m) =
∑
~λ
e−~t·
~λ fk~λ
L~λ(e
2piim)R~λ(e
2piim)
L~λ(1)R~λ(1)
|~λ〉〈~λ| .
The modified propagator is the refined open topological string amplitude of the
geometry obtained by blowing up N times the geometry shown in Fig. 4 and assigning
the same size m to each blowup.
The partition function of the U(N) gauge theory with g adjoint hypermultiplets
of mass ma given by Eq.(2.10) can then be written as,
Zg = Tr
(
Ĝ(k1)(m1) · · ·G(kg−1)(mg−1) Â(k)(mg)
)
=
∑
~λ
e−~t·
~λ fp+g−1~λ
∏g
a=1 L~λ(e
2piima)R~λ(e
2piima)
L~λ(1)R~λ(1)
,
where p = k+ (g− 1)(N − 1) +∑g−1i=1 ki. The g = 1 case was also discussed in detail
in [21].
6 Conclusions
In this paper we considered a decomposition of the resolved AN−1 fibration over Σg,
a Calabi-Yau threefold, given by the decomposition of Σg in to cap, propagator and
the pair of pants. Using open topological strings we associated with the cap, cylinder
and pair of pants pieces of the Calabi-Yau threefold certain TFT-like amplitudes. We
have shown that the partition function of the U(N) gauge theory with g massless
adjoint hypermultiplets can be expressed in terms of these TFT-like amplitudes using
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the rules of the two dimensional topological field theory. This generalized the case
of N = 1 studied in [7, 8].
It will interesting to study the relation of the correlation function of chiral op-
erators in the gauge theory with the correlation functions in the two dimensional
topological field theory. For the N = 1 case when the gauge group is U(1) the corre-
sponding topological field theory is known to be the q-deformed Yang-Mills theory
[8]. For N > 1 the corresponding topological theory is q-deformed quiver Yang-Mills
theory whose details and relation with black hole physics will be discussed elsewhere
[22].
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Appendix A
In this section, we collect some useful formulas which have been used in text.
Throughout the text we have denoted by Greek letters λ, µ, ν partitions of natural
numbers and the notation (i, j) ∈ µ simply means the (i, j) box in the Young diagram
corresponding to the partition µ. The index i takes values in the set {1, 2, · · · , `(µ)}
where `(µ) is the number of parts of the partition. For a fixed i the index j then
takes values in the set {1, 2, · · · , µi} where µi is the i-th part of the partition. Given
a partition µ we denote by µt the transpose of the partition obtained by reflection
of the Young diagram of µ in the diagonal.
We used several functions defined on the partitions which we define below:
|µ| =
`(µ)∑
i=1
µi , ||µ||2 =
`(µ)∑
i=1
µ2i (6.1)
κ(µ) = ||µ||2 − ||µt||2 .
We interchangeably used (1, 2) and (q, t) at several places in the text. The
relation between them is given by:
(q, t) = (ei1 , e−i2) .
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The refined topological vertex is defined as [20]:
Cλµν(t, q) =
(q
t
) ||µ||2
2
t
κ(µ)
2 q
||ν||2
2 Z˜ν(t, q) (6.2)
×
∑
η
(q
t
) |η|+|λ|−|µ|
2
sλt/η(t
−ρq−ν) sµ/η(t−ν
t
q−ρ) ,
where sλ/µ(x) is the skew-Schur function and
Z˜ν(t, q) =
∏
(i,j)∈ν
(
1− qνi−j tνtj−i
)−1
. (6.3)
For q = t it reduces to the usual topological vertex [16].
∑
η
sη/λ(x)sη/µ(y) =
∞∏
i,j=1
(1− xiyj)−1
∑
τ
sµ/τ (x)sλ/τ (y) . (6.4)
∑
η
sηt/λ(x)sη/µ(y) =
∞∏
i,j=1
(1 + xiyj)
∑
τ
sµt/τ (x)sλt/τ t(y) . (6.5)
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